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Barriers to access with short 
non-compliant ramps or steps.non-compliant ramps or steps.

Assisted access required 
(no steps).

There are no footpaths along Cliff Parade (site side).  e (site s
Access to St Edmunds Chapel runs by pavement.  vement
There is no footpath from the kerb side to the Chapel.  o the C
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Compliant footpath or ramp.

Assisted access required 
(no steps).

Barriers to access with short 
non-compliant ramps or steps.

Compliant access constrained 
by raised kerbs.

Improved access with compliant 
step access
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1- Uncoordinated paving. 1- 1- ncoord
Poor condition. or con
Inappropriate materials. ppropr

2- Local patching of paving materials.l patch

3- Paving settlement leading to localised flooding.g settle

4- Erosion of grass around raised bed. n of gr

5- Steps with handrail.th han

6- Ramped footpaths with steep incline.ootpat

7- Retaining wall in varry condition.rwall in 
 Unprotected edges with drops over 600mm. wd edg

8- Main footpath routes generally in reasonable  esth rou
 condition.

9- Poor quality paving intervention.ntpaving

10- Unsightly pavi  intervvention with level rving int
 changes, steps, ramps aand raised edges. as, ram
 Inappropriate materials. lsmater

11- Steps without handrail..handr

2- Concrete pathways with uneven surfaces and  122- 
patching of materials.  
Edging in poor condition.

- Narrow steps.  Inappropriate materials. 133- N

- Paving, steps and walls to RNLI garden in poor 14-4- P
condition.co

Steps with handrails and steep ramped access.15- Ste

Poor quality surface finish with eroded edges.16- Poo

Rear reta ning wall in poor condition.  ain17- ear re
Refer to Appendix B of Condition Survey.Appendix B of Condition SurveyAppendix B of Condition Survey. efer to

18- Flag aving to rear foot th recentl re veto rear footpath recently repag to rear foot th recentl re avg pavin to rear foot th recentl re ved.

19- Main footpath edges in resonable conditionath edges in resonable conditiath edges in resonable condition footpath edges in resonable condition.

20- Locally unevven surface with cracking.  vally un
 Poor ed ingg. r edgi

21- Poor quality PCC flags and rubber mattingPCC flags and rubber mattinPCC flags and rubber matt nr quality PCC flags and rubber matting. 
 Inappropriatee materials.epropria

22- Block vi g to Craz Golf area in ood  to Crazy Golf area in good to Craz Golf area in ood  paving to Craz Golf area in ood  
condittion.

23- Steep steps with no handrail.itsteps w

24- Poor quali  surfaci  with some cracking rfacing with some crackinurfaci  with some crackinguality surfaci  with some crackin of  
paving.

Surfaces of poor condition

Surfaces of moderate condition

Existing stepped access

Existing retaining walls - variable height.

Existing ramped footpaths.
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Surfaces of poor condition

Existing stepped access

1- Steps without handrails.

2- Existing concrete flag paving replaced with   ed with
 natural stone flags.

3- Stepping stone flags in grass. 
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